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Note: This report is offered for reference and contextual purposes only. Some of the details are subject to
refinement and change.
Background
In March 2014 Macrobert Arts Centre was granted £13,000 per year for three years toward the salary costs of
our Creative Learning and Engagement Manager. The aims of this three year period were to:


Increase participation in the arts, and creative learning in the Stirling and Forth Valley region. This
included:
o
o
o



Ensuring a regular offer for people to participate in a wide range of creative opportunities
Creating opportunities for progression and development in the arts
Improving consultation with users about how best to meet their needs.

Improve inclusion in the arts, with a particular focus upon groups that face barriers to participation,
and widen access to the arts in the Stirling and Forth Valley region. This included:
o
o
o
o
o

Launch of a ‘New Creative Voices’ project to provide outreach opportunities for young people
who experience economic, social or geographic disadvantage
Development of bespoke provision for adults with autism
Launch of a dementia-friendly programme to provide a regular schedule of creative
opportunities for people living with dementia and their loved ones
Development of an Equality Plan, embedding equalities, diversity and inclusion in all of our
activities at the highest level
Development of community partnerships to reach audience groups who are furthest removed
from traditional arts participation.

Year on Year Summary
Over the past three years of the Robertson Trust’s support, the following achievements have been especially
notable:
1. Introduction and development of specialist provision for people living with dementia.
At the beginning of the three year period of funding from the Robertson Trust we were at the very early stages
of working with people living with dementia and their carers – running a one-off project in partnership with
Town break Stirling and offering one pilot ‘dementia friendly afternoon’ to judge demand. Following the
success of this pilot we secured funding from Awards for All to test a year’s worth of dementia-friendly activity
in 2015. We ran monthly afternoons throughout 2015, gradually increasing our audience from c.15 to c.40
attendees per event. We have successfully secured funding to continue and develop these events from 2016
onwards (with funding from the RS Macdonald Trust for 2016/17 and Postcode Community Trust in 2017/18).
By late 2016, we had increased the frequency of the dementia friendly events from one afternoon per month
to fortnightly events including both film and live performance, and are responding to attendee feedback to
pilot separate provision for care homes and people living independently at home.
We are now supporting several hundred people per year, and host regular visitors from other arts
organisations looking to increase their own dementia accessibility. We have also been invited to share our
learning in a number of policy-focused settings including the exhibition strand at the Edinburgh International
Film Festival in June 2015 and with Film Audience Network to develop a strategy for dementia friendly film
activity across the UK. We’re also partnering with academics at the University of Stirling to better understand
how neighbourhoods-based interventions supporting people with dementia to stay independent for longer.

2. The launch and development of an outreach programme (‘New Creative Voices’) targeting young
people who experience economic, social or geographic disadvantage.
Macrobert’s New Creative Voices programme was launched in year 2 of the Robertson Trust’s support, building
on the success of an outreach tour of live performance for children and young people which was delivered
during year 1. Two years on, this project supports some 120 children and young people (aged 8-18) per year,
focussing on providing free drama workshops to those in economically deprived areas, and those facing
challenging circumstance in their lives. We have worked in partnership with community groups and youth
services teams to identify where our support could be most valuable. These groups have included Snowdon
School (a residential school for girls aged 12 to 17 who require specialist support, care and education), groups
from Active 8 in Sauchie, Alva Academy and Barnardos, and with primary schools in Bannockburn and Raploch.
We have recently secured funding to support this programme to the end of 2019 (from BBC Children in Need
and Young Start).
Our aim is to broaden the drama opportunities for children and young people in Clackmannanshire and
Stirlingshire, regardless of their postcode. The project, which focuses upon building confidence, team work and
self-expression, has been particularly beneficial for children and young people who feel over-looked or

marginalised. The project allows a Drama Artist to work in communities for a ten week period and then invite
groups to Macrobert to ‘share’ their ideas and work with friends and families. This model has allowed us to
welcome many individuals, families and communities to Macrobert for the first time. We then offer an access
fund – providing transport, covering fees etc. allowing interested and talented children and young people to
cross-over into our weekly youth theatre classes. This way of working is allowing us to broaden the
demographic with which we work and ensure that a broader range of voices and ideas are heard within our
venue.
3. Increase in quantity and diversity of creative participation classes.
From year 1 of the Robertson Trust’s support, we have held regular participation classes for adults, children
and young people, offering both weekly and one-off opportunities to get involved. From a base in year 1 of
opportunities in dance, drama and film, we have expanded our offer to include illustration, photography and
animation (year 2) and breakdancing and comic art (year 3). Holiday film-making clubs have increased demand
for weekly film classes, so we have increased the number of weekly film classes from 1 to 3. In year 3, for the
first time we rescheduled young people’s classes to increase their opportunities to work collaboratively (for
example, the writing groups creating material for the drama group to act out), and have brought all the groups
together for a ‘building takeover’ called ‘Hear our Voices’. We are now supporting over 220 people per week
via weekly classes, plus over 400 more in holidays and other time-limited opportunities.
4. Increased opportunities for talented young people and emerging artists to develop and showcase
their skills, and for young people to explore career pathways in creative industries.
We have consistently delivered participation opportunities at Christmas for talented young performers in our
‘young Panto cast’ of 30 performers. Over the lifetime of the Robertson Trust support, we have invested more
time and resource (costumes etc) in this young cast, so that they are now seen as a model of good practice in
incorporating young performers as a full and important part of the cast.
“The MacBob’s young cast ensemble of mermaids, pirates and sea-creatures prove the underwater equivalent
of the bees knees” – The Herald review of Macrobert Panto The Little Mermaid, Christmas 2015
In year 2 and 3 of the Robertson Trust grant, we have significantly increased our opportunities for young
people to gain work experience and volunteer opportunities with us – through links with local schools,
participation in the University of Stirling ‘My Stirling’ award, and through creating opportunities for emerging
Directors, Wardrobe Assistants and Technical Apprenticeships. We have also committed to creating
opportunities for emerging visual artists to exhibit (free of charge, and with support for framing, hanging etc) in
our Art Gallery. We offer the local art college free exhibition space for their final year students each year, and
at Christmas run an ‘affordable art fair’ exhibiting works by early-stage artists. We have continued to develop
our regular opportunities for talented young performers, including our young dance and youth theatre groups.
In year 3 we have developed additional opportunities for these young people to develop their skills, including
through initiatives such as participation in National Theatre’s ‘Connections’ programme; a youth theatre
festival that offers young people the opportunity to stage new plays written by some of theatre’s most exciting
playwrights, and to perform in leading theatres across the UK.

5. Increased accessibility for people in our community who would otherwise be less able to likely to
access the arts, including by consulting more widely with members of our community and developing
new partnerships.
Over the three years of the Robertson’s Trust support we have donated 2,303 tickets to our annual Christmas
Appeal to children and families who would otherwise be unable to attend the Pantomime, working in
partnership with local charities such as Aberlour Trust, Action for Children, Stirling Young and Adult Carers,
PLUS, Stirling Women’s Aid and Start Up Stirling. In year 3, we have expanded the appeal to include a ‘film
tour’, taking Festive Cinema to stage free pop-up events in Strathcarron Hospice and the children’s ward of
Forth Valley Hospital.
Consultation with audience, participants and under-represented groups continues. In year 1 we developed
forums working with existing mainstream users (young people, dance groups etc), and by year 3 have
developed this consultation to work with people who could benefit from more specialist or different provision
from us. In year 3 we held an eight-week user group with adults with autism, in which they audited our
provision and made recommendations from improvement. We also held a day of consultation with young
people in which they were supported to articulate changed they’d like to make in their world, including at
Macrobert Arts Centre.
Throughout year 3 of the Robertson Trust’s support, we have developed significant new community
partnerships. Examples include:






Partnerships with organisations supporting veterans, military families and serving personnel in a
season of activity focussed on community integration. Partners included 7 Scots, Citizens Advice
Bureau and the Royal Caledonian Education Trust.
Gender equality. Partnership with the Women’s Equality Party on embedding our commitment to a
gender balanced board, equal representation on expert / discussion panels, and in-depth discussion of
issues facing women’s equality through joint WEP / Macrobert events on International Women’s Day.
Refugee integration and BME equality. Partnership with Stirling Citizens for Sanctuary to provide
increased (free) access to creative provision for refugees, and develop a season of activity supporting
community integration and greater understanding of refugees and resettlement.

Impact and evidence
The following section highlights some of the evidence we have collected as to the impact of our creative
learning activities at Macrobert Arts Centre. This takes the form of testimonials, quotes and photos, as well as
visual depictions of evaluation and consultation exercises we have undertaken during the year.
1. Introduction and development of specialist provision for people living with dementia.
We have delivered 34 sessions lasting an average of 2 hours, supporting up to 45 people per session. We have
collected feedback from participants to help us to understand more about the impact of this provision:
“Today was really enjoyable. Our residents got a lot out of it and brought back lots of memories of the opera”.
“Thoroughly enjoyable. Wonderful for Mum, singing along. Thank you”.

Above: September 2016’s Dementia Friendly afternoon, featuring dance troupe The Kennedy Cupcakes and
visitors from CACE - Cumbernauld Action Care for the Elderly.
Below: Feedback from attendees at a dementia friendly afternoon in autumn 2015, responding to the question
‘how did today make you feel?’

2. The launch and development of an outreach programme (‘New Creative Voices’) targeting young
people who experience economic, social or geographic disadvantage.
As a new project, the number of young people taking part in New Creative Voices has grown substantially, from
113 in year 1 of the project to 208 in year 2 of the project (i.e. years 2 and 3 of the Robertson Trust’s support).
Total beneficiary numbers
Beneficiaries 2015
Beneficiaries 2016 (to date)
TOTAL

113
208
321

Young people taking part in the New Creative Voices programme assessed how they felt their levels of
confidence had changed through taking part in drama workshops:

Average before
Average after
Average change in
score
% of participants
who reported an
improvement

To what extent would
you say you are a
confident person?
5.7
7.9

How confident are you with
a group of people you've
never met before?
4.9
5.9

How confident are you
speaking on your own in
front of other people?
3.9
7.3

35% increase

20% increase

87% increase

86%

91%

92%

Feedback from teachers and referrers to the New Creative Voices programme has also illustrated the impact of
the programme on the young people they work with:
“It was emotive and fantastic to see all of the young people involved “shine”. The change to their confidence
and self-esteem was almost tangible. They have been encouraged to listen to each other, work as a team, be
supportive of each others’ contributions and grow in confidence”.
“This project has worked really well with a group of highly disengaged young people. The project has helped
the pupils grow in self-confidence a great deal. This is evident each week during the session as more and more
pupils are volunteering to share their pieces – some of which are very personal. The highlights of this project for
me have been hearing some of the feedback from the young people themselves. One boy commented to a
senior member of staff in school that he was trying really hard to change his behaviour and ‘be good’ so he can
continue to attend the sessions – he hasn’t missed a single session so far despite being reluctant to take part at
first. Another pupil has started to write her own drama script charting her experiences after being inspired by
the autobiographical theatre she worked on with [Macrobert’s Drama Artist]”.
“With the girls in particular, I feel that their confidence has grown as they are now very keen to participate in
activities and share the work they have done with the rest of the group. A few of the boys are not able readers
yet they are now willing, and indeed keen to, take their turns reading aloud to the rest of the group”.
Below left: Feedback from young people - ‘How would you describe this project in three words?’ (the bigger a
word appears here, the more frequently it was mentioned in young people’s feedback).
Below right: One of our New Creative Voices participants performing a piece of their own devising at an end of
project ‘sharing’.

3. Increase in quantity and diversity of creative participation classes.

Our schedule of regular participation classes has increased over the period of support from the Robertson
Trust. At beginning of Robertson grant period we hosted 13 weekly groups, which has now grown to 24 weekly
groups, as follows:















Adult contemporary dance
Breaking (breakdancing)
Comic book
Illustration
Macrobert Young Company (drama, by audition)
Young writers
Young Dance Company x 3 groups
Keep Dancing (60+)
Art Adventures
Film crew x 2 groups
Alloa Group Drama (partnership with Clackmannanshire Council for adults with additional support
needs)
Inclusive Drama (adults with extra support needs)
Photography and film x 2 groups
Macrobert Youth Theatre x 7 groups

We collected feedback from participants on the 2016 summer intensive classes to help us to understand how
they rated their experience:
Two
Rating
What skills
Class
Age
reasons for
Class in
Any Requests/
(10 is
were
Any Issues
Attended
Group
taking the
One word
Ideas
high)
learnt
class
To work on
acting & to
How to
be able to
MYT2
stand up
No, I love
P4-6
stand up in
10
Exciting
No, it's fine!
(drama)
to an
Everything
front of
audience
lots of
people
Building
Being
MYT 2
confidence
No, I enjoyed
P4-6
10
Fabulous
more
Not really
(drama)
& to have
all of it!
confident
fun
I like acting
MYT 3
Making
P7-S2
and I enjoy
9
Fun
No
Make a Movie
(drama)
Characters
performing

Keep
Dancing

60+

MYT 4
(drama)

S3+

MYT 1
(drama)

P1-3

MYT1
(drama)

P1-3

MYT 2
(drama)
Art
Adventures

Art Club

P4-6
P4-P5

P6-P7

Exercise &
Fun

I enjoy it
and I learn
lots of
things
from it
Wanted to
be in a
show!
For fun &
to be in a
show
I like to act
and it
sounded
fun
I like art
and paint
I like art
and
learning
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Great

Movement

Occasionally
unsuitabel
moves for
individual
health
problems (hips)

9

Awesome

Creating
Processes,
Improvisat
ion,
Naturalism

No

More Workshops

100000

Amazing

Movement

Nothing

Yes

100000
0000

Fun

A bit more
drama

NO

Maybe a show
every term

10

9.5
100000
00000
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Epicly
Awesome!
Fab

Awesome!

To be
louder in
front of
people
Drawing
horses

Keep it varied

NO No & No!
Drawing my little
pony

Paint
mixing and
how to
draw
anime

A parent who had taken part in our storytelling trails to introduce young children to the sculptures on campus
provided the following feedback:
“I just wanted to thank you for a really lovely time. My son really enjoyed the whole experience (despite his
early worries about a sculpture falling on his head!). If you get a chance please let Dan [the artist] know that he
loved it. I really enjoyed it too. It was lovely to see the sculptures used in a different way and brought to life
through great storytelling. And we love outdoor events - especially in such beautiful surroundings. [That
evening] we all ended up at the Uni as a family and my son was just so excited to tell his Dad and sister all
about the trail this morning. He took us all to see the sculptures and remembered loads about it all. It was also
lovely going over his busy day at bedtime as there was so much to talk about. Anyway, he had a very
memorable time. I'm sure it will be spoken of again and again”.

Above: Holiday classes including storytelling and family craft sessions.
4. Increased opportunities for talented young people and emerging artists to develop and showcase
their skills, and for young people to explore career pathways in creative industries.

Above: Macrobert’s Young Company rehearse ‘Bassett’, as part of the National Theatre’s ‘Connections’
programme for young performers.

We asked our young performers how they felt their skills had changed as a result of participation in
Macrobert’s provision (MYC is Macrobert Young [drama] Company, and MYT is Macrobert’s Youth Dance
Company):
“Working with MYC has been amazing, and I have made some great friends. This is something I’m always going
to remember!” - Ruby
“Before starting MYT and MYC I was one of the shyest people you could ever meet, but I am so glad I found
somewhere where I can express my true self without fear, The people I have met along the way have all been
amazing” - Rhiannon
“I was part of the MYT Showcase last year, which was a great experience and gave me a confidence boost –
before I joined MYT I was quite shy and not confident speaking in front of people, let alone a whole audience.
Along the way I’ve made friends and learned new techniques for drama and outside of drama, building the
confidence that helped me audition for MYC – and now I’m here!” - Naia
The number of work experience / volunteer placements we offer has increased over the past 3 years:
Year
2014
2015

Number of work experience placements
provided
2 [school pupils]
5 [school pupils – 4 x 4th years and 1 x 6th year]

2016

7 [school pupils]

Number of other volunteer / career
development placements provided
2 [graduates seeking experience around panto]
6 [3 university students, 2 adults with additional
support needs, 1 recent graduate]
6 [2 college students, 2 university students, 1
recent graduate, 1 adult with additional support
needs]

Above: Young Panto cast in rehearsal for 2016’s performance.
5. Increased accessibility for people in our community who would otherwise be less able to likely to
access the arts, including by consulting more widely with members of our community and developing
new partnerships.
Our community partnerships have helped us reach out to make very direct and tangible impacts on the lives of
people who may not usually access the arts. For example, we made free (‘comp’) tickets available to a refugee
family who have recently resettled in Alloa, and who are being supported by local charity Stirling Citizens for
Sanctuary:
“Thank you for the comp tickets for Snow White last night. The show was absolutely splendid, and the mother
and two girls we took just loved it! I don't think they were able to follow much of the English narration but it
didn't matter because they were already familiar with the story. And the dance told the story beautifully
anyway” - Stirling Citizens for Sanctuary
Over the five years of the Christmas appeal we have donated over 3,800 tickets to people who would
otherwise be unable to access the theatre:
Date
2012
2013
2014

Number of tickets distributed
600
836
810

Number of charity partners
11
14
18

2015
2016

774
801 (projected, appeal ongoing at time of writing)
TOTAL: 3,821

17
25

Feedback from organisations and individuals who benefit from our Christmas Appeal has always been very
moving. A young carer wrote: "It made me feel awesome”, and the Patient and Family Support Manager at
Strathcarron Hospice wrote: "Some of the kids had found it difficult to believe that they could ever be happy
again when they were in our groups and they made comments about having really enjoyed the panto at the end
of the evening." Lee, a wheelchair user, dictated a note to his mum: “I felt as if my disability had flown away.”
We have worked with people with additional access and support needs to help make our provision more
accessible:

Above left: Adults with autism test and provide feedback on our provision as part of an eight-week
consultation process designed to make Macrobert more welcoming and accessible to people with additional
support needs.
Above right: Our inclusive drama class for adults with extra support needs.
This year we worked with Ewan’s Guide – a venue review website for and by disabled people. We were
delighted that our first review gave us ‘five stars’:
“This is a great venue for disabled people. There’s parking right at the door (only 3), self-opening doors lead into
a bright foyer, manned by friendly staff. There are two disabled toilets in the building, possibly more. The
cinema is small but has space at the back for chair users and companions. Up a ramp and into the main theatre
where there is a full row of disabled seating, again there’s chairs for companions. The restaurant is fully
accessible by chair. All in all I would say a first class venue for all types of disability (I use a stick). And very well
priced too. A must in the Stirling area. Give it a visit, even just for a quick coffee”.

In October 2016 we held a consultation exercise with young people to find out more about how they’d like to
see our provision develop over the coming year. We asked young people two questions:
1. If you could change one thing about Macrobert, what would that be?
2. If you could change one thing about your life [school, home, community etc.] what would that be?
For the first question we received 44 responses. Of these 19 [43%] had recommendations for the catering at
Macrobert. 15 young people [34%] wanted the café to be cheaper. A further five made their one change café
related. This feedback has been passed to both the University of Stirling and our catering partner, Baxter
Storey.
10 [22%] of other responses related to activities – more classes, more opportunities to mix with other young
people and more branding – Macrobert sweatshirts etc. – giving a sense of shared identity. We will be building
these opportunities into our planning for 2017 onwards.

Future Plans
In addition to ensuring the ongoing successful running of longstanding creative learning provision at Macrobert
Arts Centre, key areas of focus for the Creative Learning and Engagement Manager over the coming two years
will include:
1.

To increase the reach and breadth of our provision to enable more young people to realise their
potential

Over the past two years our New Creative Voices project has developed as a robust new outreach programme
supporting young people from difficult and disadvantaged backgrounds. As Macrobert has just (October and
November 2016) secured funding to continue this provision for a further 3 years, this is a key moment to
reflect on the programme’s evolution and impact to date, and to refine provision for the coming years. In
particular, we will be re-looking at partnerships, evaluation methodology and the need for differing levels of
support for young people with varying levels of need. The Creative Learning and Engagement Manager will play
a key role in guiding this process to ensure our outreach programme continues to evolve to be as effective and
relevant as possible to our local community.
During 2017 we plan to focus on increasing progression opportunities for young people who are developing
their skills in the arts. We plan to diversify the number of entry points to the arts (e.g. in-house opportunities,
outreach projects, creating a legacy from lime-limited activities) and ensure that regardless of the entry point
there are opportunities to explore, develop and progress. Examples of these emerging pathways include:
 New Creative Voices: Outreach provision is tailored to encourage progression onto mainstream classes
and summer intensives at Macrobert.
 We are reviewing our ‘film club’ offer and intend to offer an introductory year (consisting of 3 modules
across a school year) to open up this opportunity to a broader and larger number of participants. This
will be followed by opportunities to specialise in specific areas e.g. scriptwriting, documentary,
experimental film.
 During summer 2017 we will be offering intensive opportunities supporting young people to gain
Bronze Art Awards, and our Creative Learning Officer is accredited to deliver these awards.
2.

To develop new and deeper community partnerships and connections

A new approach to programming at Macrobert has brought new opportunities for creative learning provision
to interact more closely with the wider work of the organisation. Three times per year, themed seasons bring
together live programming, film scheduling, creative learning and community partnerships to bring together
our community to consider and engage with issues of key local importance. In 2017, we will be programming a
season to consider the importance of mental health, and separately will be looking at issues of unemployment
amongst former mining communities. Creative learning has a key role to play in bringing people together to
engage with these conversations, and the Creative Learning and Engagement Manager leads on developing
effective partnerships across our community, and in providing a legacy for these time-limited seasons to ensure
ongoing provision is available for everyone.

3.

To continue to increase the inclusivity of our provision

We plan to use the coming two years as an opportunity to fulfil our commitment to reviewing and
understanding how to involve children and young people in our decision making processes, and will be working
with Youth Scotland to develop this provision. We will also continue our commitment to continuing to develop
consistent activity to meet the needs of vulnerable adults, working with community partners.
In 2017 we’ll be working with vulnerable / excluded adults in a number of new contexts, including:







Sunday Socials: We will be running a regular programme of ‘drop in’ creative activities for adults who
need a little extra support from January onwards. These will enable supported progression from our
more specialist provision, and respond to our consultation with demand from veterans, adults with
autism and those with mental health issues (although will be open to all).
In spring 2017 we’ll be hosting a season of activity aimed at stimulating local understanding and
conversations about mental health. Incorporating live theatre, a cinema programme and an art
exhibition, this season will aim to amplify new voices and share new perspectives from our
community.
Inclusive drama classes: This provision will increase from one to two classes per week from January
2017, in response to an increasing recognition of the range of skills in our current group.
Too Much Information: A photography project about the experiences of people with autism,
culminating in an exhibition during April 2017, in partnership with National Autistic Society Scotland.

Our dementia-friendly programme, too, will continue to develop. The next step with our dementia provision is
to look at making adjustments to our core live programme and to begin commissioning work specifically for
people with dementia and their loved ones; aiming to make more aspects of our mainstream offer dementia
friendly. We will also be considering how we might share our learning and support across the wider creative
community working with people with dementia, including establishing and leading a quarterly working group
focussed on dementia and the arts.

